
 

Vanessa Sanchez & La Mezcla on the Joyce 
Theater stream! 

 

We’re dancing (virtually) in New York! 

We are so honored and excited to announce that “Selections of Pachuquísmo” will 
be featured on The Joyce Theaters JoyceStream December 7th to January 3rd! 
This is our first (virtual) presentation at a New York City Theater, and we are so 

lucky to share the bill with amazing artists Rennie Harris, Indigenous Enterprise, 
Les Ballets Trockadero and Streb!  Click here to check us out, and show us some 

https://www.joyce.org/joycestream
https://www.joyce.org/joycestream


love in the comments. Stay tuned for live, full length Pachuquísmo performances 
once it's safe!  

 
Gracias comunidad for all the love and support! We got Las Pachucas dancing on 

the virtual stages of Nueva York for all of you!  

Check out Vanessa’s dance picks for the Joyce 
Theater! 

 

Vanessa Sanchez was asked to share her virtual dance picks for the Joyce Theater 
#BringDanceHome for December 6th to 12th! Click here, then click on her face to 

check them out!  

 

https://www.joyce.org/artist-picks
https://www.joyce.org/artist-picks


We got our first New York Review!! 
 

 
Yes, we got our first positive review in a New York newspaper! Click here  to read 

the review on La Mezcla and the rest of the lineup. 

 

Thank you so much for all the support over the years! We are in difficult times, but 
hope that we can continue to stay connected through dance and community! 
Please take care of yourselves, mask up and keep fighting that lucha that our 

ancestors started so long ago.  
 

Abrazos,  
 

Vanessa Sanchez y La Mezcla 

 

Follow La Mezcla on Social Media!! 
Facebook- La Mezcla 

http://www.chelseanewsny.com/home/dancers-dancing-GB1416190
http://www.facebook.com/LaMezclaSF/


Instagram- @LaMezclaSF 
Subscribe to our YouTube Channel  

Support us by Donating or purchasing a La Mezcla Tank! 
 

 

 

 
 
 

READ MORE ON OUR WEBSITE  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC14EdXIUovzzwJf-8owyxig?view_as=subscriber
https://vanessasanchez.net/support/
https://vanessasanchez.net/

